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Yugoslavian neea  for ar.  indigenous  source   nf phosphate  rock on 

i.r.ich  to develop and expand its  phosphatic   fertilizer industry is 

o-vious.    The  Lisina Technologiju  (ITNDHS)   is  working and could meet 

tais need at   least  in part.     It  is therefore  concluded that  the 

Institute   should continue  w.th  its investigations extending tnem in 

pcr*,icular  into  product evahation work and economic assessment. 

In this Terminal Report prepared after a brief stay in Yugoslavia, 

werk proposals on the Lisina phosphate project are made together with 

some more  general  recommendations relating to  the work of the  Insti- 

tute and on how UN IP/UN I DO may most usefully continue their contribution 

in the  future. 

Specific details of proposals/s\>bmissions are contained in five 

reports (Refer Appendices 2-6) prepared for internal use at ITNDMS 

during the period of 1 to 27 December 1977 over vfhich the expert was 

at  the  Duty  Station. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

1.       Preamble 

The specific assignment  "Expert  in Phosphate Enrichment"  formed 

part  of a va der UNDP/UNIDO Project,   "Industrial Utilization of Non- 

Metallic Minerals" under which experts for Clay industries (S.  Sen) 

and general Non-Metallics (K.  Engelthaler) have already worked at 

the  Institut  za Technoicgiju Nukleamih i  Drugih Mineralnih Sirovina, 

(ITNDMS),  Franse  Deperea 86,  Belgrade for extended periods. 

The Job  Description dated 31 March 1977  (Appendix  1) related 

specifically to assistance in the assessment of the Lisina-Bosiligrad 

phosphate prospect in particular with reference to enrichment and overall 

evaluation. 

The expert  reported for briefing in Vienna on 5  December at which 

time  the Terms of Reference as detailed in the Job Description were 

endorsed but it was indicated that a contribution over a wider field 

would be welcomed.    Departure for Belgrade was on 7  December and intro- 

ductions were completed at UNDP office and at  the ITNDMS the  following 

morning. 

Following discussions with Mr.  Zogovic and Mrs.  Pupezin,   Directors 

of the project,  it was clear that phosphate work was not currently cf 

high priority at the Institute and assistance in other areas was therefore 

requested.    As it was not possible  to visit the phosphate field site 

(Lisina) or the  fertilizer production site  (Prahovo) and reports of 

phosphate prospect was appraised as fully as possible  (in view of its 

major economic  importance to Yugoslavia) and other duties were undertaken 

in the remaining time available (See Reports - Appendices 4,5 and 6). 

This report and the internal  reports prepared for ITNDMS indicate 

the areas of involvement of the expert during his brief stay in Belgrade 

and present  specific and general recommendations together with general 

observations on the continued development of ITNDMS with the  support of 

TODP/UNI DO. 



The  expert   departed  Bel,~rade  on  27   December after just  over  two 

weeks at   the   Duty Station  leaving hand written copies of all  reports 

at   ITI.'DI'S and a hand written copy of this report  with Mr.   Renart 

(Resident  Representative)   with whom the expert had  the opportunity of 

discussing his work and  the on-going nature of the  project  "Industrial 

Utilisation of Non-Metallic Minerals". 

2.       Project  Background 

The Lisina-Bosiligrad phosphate has been known and investigated 

for nearly 20 years and a very considerable amount of data are available 

concerning it3 assessment  and development.    Although the  logistics in 

relation to utilization  may be unfavourable and the  current  incentive 

to develop lacking this  deposit at current prices  for importing phosphate 

rocK is of major economic  importance to Iugoslavia importing about 

1.3 million tonnes of rock per year for fertilizer (SSP,  TSP,  NPK) 

production. 

While ITNEMS has completed detailed laboratory investigations and 

1   tonne/hour pilot plant  production and some work has been done on the 

production of fertilizer/acid in Prance,  the project  sponsor RTB-Bor 

requires a higher concentrate grade (reported by  38$ P2°5^*    A*  this 

stage straight  forward technology has achieved a grade of about  35$ 

Po0c at 85$ P20    recovery. 

The economics of development have been determined and the higher 

prade of concentrate demanded apparently arises from freight considera- 

tions as  the mine site  is  some 7C Kilometers from rail and then a 

lurxner  áOu Kixomexers   írom inv   ìertiiizer worns.     ims  uniiaiiueii 

enrichment is thus the current  job requirement of   ITNEMS. 

3.      Project Objectives and Achievements 

In brief,  the job requirement was to review available reports and 

technological  data on the Li6ina-Bosiligrad phosphate project investigated 

by ITN EMS for RTB-Bor to  establish: 

(a)     the  'ore'  quality and extent 



D)     the  aaeiuacy of tne  work already undertaken  in  terms 

of characterization ana bsneficiation of the   'ore'   in 

relation to utilization 

(c)     the economic  viability of development and a  plan of 

action  for commercialization 

In addition as  time  permitted to contribute  to the work of ITNEME 

in other areas of technological and economic  competence/experience. 

As  field visits to Lisina and Prahovo were not  possible and 

economic data was not available a comprehensive evaluation was not 

possible.    However,   subject  to reserves being substantiated and pro- 

duction technology being adequate,   it was concluded that  this project 

was of major economic importance  to Yugoslavia and the most  important 

in which  ITNDKS was  involved. 

A  second phase  programme for ITNDMS incorporating fundamental work, 

economic assessment,  product evaluation and plant  improvement was 

recommended.    This was proposed as it was not considered that further 

enrichment  of concentrate  was the most important current need. 

In addition,  numerous reports on economic,  technical and information 

subjects were prepared and detailed matters will be  followed up at the 

conclusion of the assignment. 

In summary,  a good feel  for the work and needs of the  ITNIWS was 

obtained,  excellent  co-operation achieved and positive progress made 

towards all objectives.    It  is expected that  the  Institute will benefit 

from the  visit of the expert and that a more realistic and better 

overall aDproach to  the  phosphate and other projects will  be possible 

as a result  of discussions and recommendations. 



II.   PROJECT   IXJTIIIS AÌCD FINDINGS 

Reserves 

The  Institute  'or Geological and Geophysical Research   (GEOZAVOD) 

responsible  for the discovery and assessment of the Lisina deposit 

indicate  the  presence of approximately 40 million tonnes of   'ore' 

avera<n.nç from 3-12^ P„0.   in a continuous bed from 2-10 meters 

thick.    The deposit is apafite in a metamorphic sandstone  lying 

between and grading into granite below and sericitic-chloretic schiBt 

above.    The presence of marble intercalations within the phosphate 

horizon,  faulting in some locations,  variability in grade across the 

phosphate and changes in carbonate and oxide contents suggest  some 

problems in what otherwise would appear to be a straight-forward 

underground mining operation. 

Within the  immediate area between Lisina-Bosiligrad outcrop 

and gallery sampling and core drilling appear to be sufficient to deli- 

neate  the  'ore'  in this area and to meaningfully assess it  in terms of 

grade and extent.    Additional  surface exploration in the surrounding 

areas has indicated a significant extension of the deposit  (similar in 

grade and character?) and therefore sufficient reserves to  sustain a 

long-term large-scale development are indicated. 

Insofar as  some  few thousand tonnes of  'ore' have been extracted for 

pilot  plant beneficiatici trials,  it may be concluded that  the results 

obtained in this work are applicable  to both a practical mining and 

benefici&tion  situation. 

It was concluded following discussions that the   'ore'   definition 

was not in need of refinement although it did appear from a beneficiation/ 

utilization point of view run of mine grade and carbonate/phosphate 

ratios would be critical  factors. 

2.    Pilot Plant  Investigations 

Laboratory and subsequent  pilot  plant work have yielded concentrates 

about   32 - 33^ P^ and on occasions,   36<- F?0   .    The  contained apatite 

is expected to contain up to âOfo ?n0  .    These results  suggest up to 



."'.*'   of  impurity  in  trie   concentrates  produced.     Recovery  throughout the 

w-.n:  has been high - in  the  order of ?SÍ of the  F„Cr. 

While a practical/economic   solution  to the  removal  of silica 

ana carbonate dilutants  from concentrate may not be possible,   numerous 

proposals have been made  for further work including more  detailed 

mineralogical    work,  anionic/cationic  flotation and calcination 

(Report   DP/YUG/73/OO3/11-02/MGB/2). 

In the opinion of the exoert,   the beneficiation work is impressive 

and follows conventional and therefore economically attractive  lines. 

The  stated directive  from the  project  sponsors RTB-Bor of obtaining 

a  3^- P.Of  concentrate  grade appears unrealistic and if obtainable, 

is only so at a sacrifice in F'O^ grade and/or as a consequence  of 

much more complicated processing technology. 

The major conclusions from studying the available reports are 

that more needs to be done in the  fertilizer/acid manufacturing area 

(some encouraging work has been done by Pechiney in Prance) and that 

a rigorous economic evaluation of the total project is required. 

3. Beneficiation Investigations 

The beneficiation work completed includes detailed chemical and 

mineralogical characterisation of the phosphate and considerable  flo- 

tation investigation both at  laboratory and pilot  plant  stage.     Results 

in terms of phosphate/carbonate and phosphate/silica selectivity are 

considered good.     In view of the  results obtained to date and an 

indication that  with  time,   the  pilot  plant  separations were  improving, 

it  is considered  that  refinement  of beneficiation technology would be 

The  most comparable phosphate  rock  deposits with which tc assess 

the  Lisina rock would appear to be  those apatitic  deposits of Russia 

(Kola,  Kara Jau),   South Africa  (Palabora) and Brazil, all of which are 

relatively low grade and utilized following beneficiation by flotation. 

While available  literature would  suggest the Rusiian deposits may be 

upgraded  from ^P:?o to  3P$ PA   (only 25$ in some cases),   the  South 

African from 5 -   10Í to   3^ -  37^ and the  Brazilian from about   5o to  360, 



::rect   "ompari sor.E  mtist  be  made  with  caution   for  CDVìOUS  reasons. 

•.'.•re'cre,   tne   F,^:   response   in   the   Lisina  work  can  be  equated  with 

v.a7   of   the  more  important  world  apatite   deposits.     However,   in   view 

cf  reported success  in  phosphate  carbonate  separation in Brazil,   this 

technology  should be   sought. 

Literature  is not  on hand to  compare beneficiation technology 

although  references are available  on complex Russian  flotation condi- 

tions in  order to maximise grade   ( 38> PO  ) acceptable for modified 

(developed) acid/fertilizer technology on a cost/benefit analysis. 

4.       Economics and Commercialization 

While some supplementary lists on beneficiation have been  proposed 

in order to better quantify the  potential  for upgrading the Lisina  'ore' 

and to better understand the nature  of diluting components,   the  project, 

in  the opinion of the  expert,  is in need of a rigorous economic analysis 

to establisn its economic viability.    At the same time, the  factors 

to which the totaJ   development is most  sensitive could be identified 

and quantified. 

Subject  to product evaluation and acceptance  sufficient information 

would appear to be available to make this analysis and to compare indige- 

nous production with  the cost of imported rock delivered to the 

fertilizer works at Prahovo.    While  this has been done by RTB-Bor,  it 

appears  that the ITNIWS has a responsibility in this area in order to 

sell  tne  development  on the basis of economic viability.    At the  same 

time,   it  would be within the capability of ITNDM5 to undertake  product 

tests in the  fertilizer/and production areas. 

A  simple model  on which to base an economic evaluation has been 

prepared  (¡3P/YUG/73/OO3/'I1-02/MHB/1 )  together with an on-going inves- 

tigation which the Institute should  follow to assist in commercialization. 

This includes fundamental work,  product evaluation work, economic 

studies and a plant  improvement  programme leading to the utilization 

of Lisina concentrate at least in  part as a feedstock for the 

RTB-Bor  fertilizer plant at  Prahovo. 

The  Institute has the  facilities and expertise  to undertake  this 

work in a Project which appears to  the expert  to  be  the most  important 

currently being undertaken by   ITIIDMS. 



III.     COXLUriOKS ANL RECOKKEN'OltTIOHS 

1.       Specific 

(a) Sutiect  to  reservations  stated earlier,   the extent,   quality 

and beneficiation response of the  Lisina phosphate have  been established 

sufficiently to  suggest  that  this   'ore'  could support an operation 

producing domestic phosphate  in Yugoslavia. 

(b) Beneficiation studies both  small and pilot scale have  been 

thorough and any significant   improvement  in product quality above 35^ 

PO-   is only likely to be achieved at a cost  disadvantage.    However, 

recommendations for further work have been made  to quantify the  poten- 

tial  of processing modifications and/or extensions. 

(c) For overall  evaluation and utilization  purposes,  the  bene- 

ficiated concentrate must be assessed for  fertilizer/acid manufacture 

and  thus  its utilization characteristics and value defined.     It  is 

recommended that this work should have priority over attempts  to 

produce a  38í P Oj.  concentrate which  in turn is recommended a; a plant 

improvement  programme. 

(d) The  feasibility of developing and utilizing the Lisina deposit 

is  in need of a rigorous economic appraisal and on-going refinement 

data on  product value,   capital requirements,  mining costs,  concentrate 

drying and handling,  tailings disposal and general logistics etc. are 

obtained.     The   Discounted Cash Flow method of "»Valuation  is recommended 

for this  purpose. 

(e) The work of  ITNDHS particularly in beneficiation is  of a high 

standard but  extension of competence  in the characterization,   utilization, 

marketing and economic assessment  of non-metallic minerals could be 

further  supported/developed.     This  development  would enable a  less 

fragmented and better overall contribution to Yugoslavia's non-metallic 

resources  development. 

2.      General 

(a)    The  ITN3ÍS is restricted  in the  scope of its work as a result 

of its dependence on sponsored projects for funding.    This unfortunately 
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precludes  the  initiation of   independent   projects   fundemental   research, 

product  research ana development and like activities  so   essential  to 

the  proper investigation of non-metallic minerals.     It   is  recommended 

that UKDF/UNIDO consider sponsoring staff and/or work   in  these non- 

profitable areas. 

(b) Should  (a)  be pt     ible  ITNDMS could profitably  initiate nei. 

projects arising from the  study of mineral/mineral  based  imports/exports, 

country needs and development plans,  market  surveys and  replacement/ 

substitution possibilities.    At the same time,  the undertaking of 

feasibility studies and economic evaluations is a logical  development. 

(c) Some of the sponsored projects being undertaken by ITNDMS 

appear to be  directed at achieving technologically/economically un- 

reasonable  solutions.    Pre-feasibility studies and Institute-industry 

discussion might resolve this problem and is consequently recommended. 

Alternatively,  entry into  the  fundamental   research field must be 

contemplated. 

(d) While UNDP/UNIDO has already contributed to   the  improvement 

of laboratory and library facilities particularly in the  fields in which 

exoerts have contributed and in inter-country travel,   it  is recommended 

that in future consideration be given to developing a broader and 

better intergrated approach to mineral  projects.    Nevertheless specific 

proposals for phosphate publications have been made. 

Finally while   these  general  observations may or may not be  in 

conflict with those  presented by other experts  following more prolonged 

experience at  ITNDMS,  they are offered in the hope  that   they may con- 

tribute to the  planning of the  proposed extension  to   the   project 

"Industrial Utilization of Non-Metallic  Minerals". 
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Appendix 1 

JOB      DESCRIP TION 

DP/YUG/73/O03/l1-O2/3?. I .r 

I TITLE Expert  in phosphate enrichment 

D     «TION Pour weeks 

C REQUIRED As soon as possible 

V      1  STAToN 

'ES 

Belgrade 

The  expe-t  will advise  the Government  of Yugoslavia by 
assisting the  investigations   in Belgrade     en the up-gra;i".rr 
of phosphate  rook suitable   for  feedstock   in   the manufacture.- 
of phosphoric acid.     Part   of  this work  '..ill   a;i30  be  earn-3 
out  at   the  fertilizer  factory  in Prahovo       Specifically  the 
expert   va 1 1   be expected   tot 

1, establish  the extent   of   the  known  cr  explored   phosphate 
deposits   in   Lisima Bosiligrad   and   their 
uniformity'  of   PpOc,  analysis  established  by 
analysis available  from existing   recurds; 

2. review the pilot plant   work  carried out  by the  Tnstit-ite 
forTechnology  for  nuclear and  other mineral   rav 
materials  for  benefìciatior  or  up-grading  of  the 
mined phosphate   feedstock; 

}.   determine  if the  pilot   plant  work   information   is  suff'ciont 
to establish  a  process  for  the   bonefìciation  of 
rock and  the  up-scaling  to a  commercial   process 
is  feasible   mthout  further  work  and modi f i •• at ior:s ; 

4.   evaluate   if oth^r  kr.ov.Ti   processor, unir.r     flotation   •>-•.; ,, 
etc.   wvr-   trip-i   c~   r.".o!iii  b'    \r   "<i   i"f>.r-   >• '. 
the  rent   • r-"'/!¡r   protons   f^ r   p; or     r:r,r"   ',;"• 
phonph/iii   ror1' ,      7.,;s   ippcarr.   t"   :v>   .".•"•• c-, ,,j. 



i nip _i "t.¿M    :,' c\ìi."fc   oí'   the    lir'c    percent a: 
salica   pr":,ent    ir   ti <    deponi ir; ; 

•>. do',, r'rcur' if nriiar plr :;p:; t' rock (I'p<ntr \l<-r'. 
e 1 r. '.'her' .••.!. í •.':..:( T'^e• e. ::;r- tir nìn'Tn' ti: 
p lai.* r; uo< 3 ; ! *.'!'• h'n jf i ci a > : or: p;'or 
for   thei r   e ;• p j ( , t.-.t i on; 

; i n ; 

m. 

UT^T'IU,^ 

.'Ti i 

6.   ree .<rj:.en:i   a   p'nn  of   action   to  b<:   follored   before   coinmoro ; 
ization  of   this   process   can  be   realized. 

University dearer-   m  ore   dessin,-',   or   technology  or   cV-risí. 
enfi nee r   in th   extensive   c>p • "i?nr:0   in   the  enr   ohrr^nt   or   io. 

P* .phate   ('!•<"•>:   ar d   the   * e'chnoi ;>;rv  for   th>    production 
:  ac.d  and  phesnhate   f <; r 11 l i zerrj .     Knotled~r   in phoenhori r. 

techno k.£y and economic investigations to determine the most r 
appropriate ir:-^ti:OQ of utilicinr the technical concentrate ^ 
vhich contains 30 - 33', Pp^S ^i:r the production of phosphoric 
acid  and   phosphate  fert i 11 7x-v . 

En»lich 

There  are   of  several   tens  of millions   of  tons  of  phosphates 
at   Liòina   in  Sorbía,   \n th   an  a\"r'^:e   PoOr,  oe ;.t«-'nt   of  about 
1?/v.   Preliminary   laboratory  ar.d   small   pilot   scale   t: uh: 
have   [-hen  the   technical   feaeib. ìitv   of  tene'ic. . ìor ,f th; 
1 ?,' ore UD to on-3 containing ^,C< - Vi,    P'/à  Further tocl:r.:-al 

ani ecen.-ic studiar aro needed to determine the most 

appropr : t.te rrthod of ottaimr/; higher qok'it;. concón tratar, 

and ut i 1 : rin ; this ma' the r>"o Í!i;-+ ; o- p.-ioorv ir- 

acid and phosphate f ort : ' i s°rs ' n Yusoslvi.. 

( 



Appendix   1 

ASSnjíKEMT   REPORT DP/TUG/^ VOO \/I 1 -0?/KBH/I   DATED  15 DECEMBER   1977 

Ine evaluation of Mining Projects using the Discoiinted 
Cash Flow (PCF)  Method 

The use of  systematic evaluation techniques to assess mineral projects 

is necessary because of the inherent uncertainty in various aspeots of min- 

ing operations.     While numerous techniques are available for the economic 

and financial assessment of a mineral project the discounted cash flow 

(OCF) method has gained widespread acceptance in particular as it enables 

a true rate of return or capital,  bearing in mind the time value of money, 

to be obtained and it enables the effects of variations in costs,  revenue 

ana other factors to be assessed quantitatively. 

While many factors other than the direct financial return on capital 

investea influence decision making the significance of these factors can 

be conveniently incorporated into the XF method of analysis to assist in 

the decision making process. 

The method tends itself to the use of  computer techniques for the 

rapid determination of return on investment,  the quantifying of the in- 

fluence of various project input variables  (sensitivity analysis)  and the 

incorporation of statistical data enabling levels of confidence to be asso- 

ciates with calculated returns (risk analysis). 

Although formalised proeeedures must be followed in some specific 

situations  (Government diretives) in assessing projects it is recommended 

that the OCF method be studied and applied  within  ITNDMS for evaluation of  suoh 

projects as  the Lisina phosphate one.     Such an analysis can be carried out 

from the earliest feasibility stage and refinea as more ana more accurate 

input data  becomes available. 

No aoubt much of the oasia information required for such an analysis on 

Lisina phosphate is available and/or oould  be compiled a-long the lines de- 

tailed by Mr.   angelthaler UNIDO fcjcpert in  Annex No.2 of his Project Report 
on 21 February 1977. 

HS a model  the following example is presented with the following con- 
clutions prevailing: 

¿calei     Production 2^0.Oui   tons of ore  per year yielding 125.OCi   tons of 
concentrate 



:ject file:     based on 2 million  tons  of proven ore therefore  ê    years 

Capital  investment:    2¿9.70t million  dinars 

"lining cost:     17S>.ü6 dinars per ton of  ore 

J-rocessinE cost:     52.6¿ dinars per ton  of concentrate 

Japital  investment over three years prier to production 

Value of phosphate concentrate:     867 dinars per ton 

The DCF analysis of this data shown in Table 1 establishes a Rate 

of Return of approximaiely 12t for the project as costee disregarding de- 

preciation taxes,  royalties anj other inputs  which must be  included  in e 

full   XF analysis.     Alternatively this means  that the project could  service 

capital onarpes of 12Í without yielding a profit. 

3ueh analysis can be maae  incorporating various phosphate concentrate 

prices,  increased concentrate recovery in beneficiation, modified mining and 

processing costs ana  different capital  requirements and timing. 

The effect of a number of these input changes has been calculated 

(approximately)   oy  slide rule with the following conclusions: 

1. At a lower phosphate price of 6^0 dinars per ton there is no 

return on the capital  involved (i.e.   XF Rate of Return = 0%) 

2. At the above mentioned price and an increase in the weight re- 

covery of concentrate to 601 the DC*   Rate of lie turn = 3.0$ 

3. Increasing mining costs oy 25* to 223.83 dinars/ton ana by 50$ 

to 268.59? dinars/ton reduces the XF Rate of Return from 12$ to ap^ror 

ximately 8.8$ ana  3$ respectively. 

4.    He combined effect of phosphate weight recovery and price movements 

is shown in Figure 1. 

Such an analysis  shows the factors to which the project is most( sen- 

sitivity analysis)  the most significant in this ease being the value assign- 

ed to the phosphate concentrate.    The analysis could of course equally well 

establish the cost of concentrate production using a return on investment 

(capital) as an input. 

It is evident that the above type of analysis tends itself well to com- 

puter processing whioh not only allows computation of rate of return on in- 



vtstment   out   sensitivity ana risK analysis effects particularly when 

statistical  data  is  incorporated.     Such analysis enables levels of con- 

fijence to  oe associated kith expected  returns ana  rapid re-evaluation 

of projects as  additional or refined data  Decomes available during the 

coarse of  project  development. 

Naturally  the value oí  such an analysis  depends on the validity 

of the data much  of which has to be projectea ahead for some years. 

Nevertheless the  DCF method has universal acceptance and much to 

commend it as a  practical method of establishing the economic via- 

Dility of capital  projects.    This viability quantitatively raeasurea 

in terms of expected profitability must of course,  ->e tempered by 

judgement on  suoh  intagibles as the related geographical,  sociological and 

political factors appertaining to the particular project under evaluation. 

It would be meaningful to apply 6uch an analysis to the Lisina phosphate 
project. 

The  references listed below will assist in the development of the 

aoove introduction to  the XF method of evaluating mineral projects. 
1-    Klskallv and  Willsteed  (1969J.     The ¿.valuation of Mining, 

Projects AusAfN  Annual Conference,  Sydney. 

2. 0'Brian  (1969;.    Financial Analysis  Applications in Mineral 

jcploration and   Development.    Trans AlMr. Vol ZU, December. 

3. MagKfiaage  (197GA).    Examining the tx;onomics of Mine Develop- 
ment. Can.  Min.   Jul.   Dec 1970 and Mar.   1971. 

4-    Harvard(197c).     Mineral Project  evaluation.  Mining Magazine 
Vol.  12 3 No.¿. 
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Apponii.v   '• 

ASSHNTOiT   RESORT  DF /Yin '? VOO \/i 1 -02,/MBH '? DATED   19 DECEMBER   v^" 

Ihe   Imr;ovu!ient  in  araae  {%? oJ  of Lisina Phosphate 

Concentrates 

riaving examined technological  reports on  fccth  laboratory and pilot 

plant wDrk en  the  beneficiation  of Lisina phosphate  the following com- 

ments and  recommendations concerning further work are made. 

The work  done by ITNDMS appears thorough and  in view of the con- 

tinuous  pilot plant operations   aescriptive of  what might be expectea 

from commercialization  of  the established technology.     The production 

of concentrate at from  35  to  36Í F-O, at acout 85% recovery using a 

straight  forward  oeneficiation approach supported oy favouraole fer- 

tilizer production tests  indicates the need for a critical economic 

analysis  to establish viability of utilizing the Lisina aepo3it. 

however as a higher grade of concentrate  {38% P-0,)  has been re- 

quested  by the  sponsors  of the project the following proposals  are made 

on worn  that could be done by  ITNDMS to establish  if this is pos si Lie and 

if so at  what additional cost. 

1. Additional mineralogical work and chemical characterisation as 

necessary to ascertain the potential  (maximum)   for physical beneficiation 

ana thermal improvement.     Such  work can at the same time elucidate other 

properties of economic  significance.    The basis for this evaluation  is as 

detailed  in the attached paper,   "Phosphate Rock Characterisation" oy  G.h. 

McClellan ano F, J.K] ear. 

2. Associated mineralogical and physical work on phosphate concen- 

trates as produced,  in particular to establish potential for upgrading. 

Reported analyses  would   suggest  up to 20* of deluting material  parti- 

cularly in the form of carbonate and silica.    The form and destribution 

of these  delutants should be established by complete size fractionation 

followed  by chemical ana numeralogical analysis.     As a consequence grade 

improvement by  size separation could be quantified and investigated as could 

the practicality of other forms of benef iciation. 



i.     birect calculation over say 600-y/C°C followed by washing 

before ana after Nh GL treatment to estaolisn resultant loss in  wieght 

an- F2( ^ upgrading.     It  shoulo be noted that this treatment  nay adversely 

affect the subsequent  response of the concentrate in utilization,   (eq. 

Ref. Chem.   Abs.   Vol.   58 No.   ¿> Ref  3125A;. 

U.    Combined anionic/cationic f otation in particular the rer&cvcj. 

of silica by cationics from the primary concentrate  (c  35$ P?ût).     This 

however introduces processing complexities such as acid removal of anionic 

collector prior to further treatment. 

5. Reconsideration of both the preparation  (grinding)  and  separation 

(flotation) circuitry estaol. shed in laboratory woric and used in pilot 

plant work.    It is considerea that the circuits used in both theae areas 

favour P2Gj ree rather than concentrate grade.     Some analytical 

and numerological  work on size fractions from grinding including antogenous 

may prove rewarding although bask numerological work is not encouraging. 

6. The conducting of a release analysis evaluation as proposed 

initially by Dell  (International Mineral Dressing Congress London 1953?) 

are    refined in his subsequent papers.    This work should establish a 

practical ana optimum relationship between concentrate grade and P?G, 
ree 

7. In relation to 5 aoove concerning grinding investigate the 

significance of  JesliMng en F2C, losses and resultant flotation per- 

formance in particular with respect to grade,  reagent demand and flotation 
rate. 

3.     In relation to 2 aoove and results from L above assess the effect 

of silica rejection resulting from concentrates  size separation eg by 

hydrocyclone. 

•*.    The investigation of  some reagent moaifications and changes 

in flotation procedures.     The literature suggests many of these which 

coulu include  (a;   the use of Ullic acid emulsified with kekosene or fuel 

oil (b)  the use  of amonia for pH control ana  (c)   the modification of pH 

prior to sodium  silicate addition,   (d)  AC 70C  series ana  (e)  conditioning 

pulf, density etc. 



1..  l'ore exhaustive flotation investigations follaing a literature 

search relating in particular to the beneficistion of low grade carDonate 

ana silica bearing phosphate ores, particularly Brazilian experience 

(XII Int. Mineral Processing Congress, Aug. 1977 Sao Paulo Brazil - 

Phosphate Session). 

In view of trie character of the Lisine ore ana the numeralogical 

•lata that is availaole, the detailed work done to date and the general 

tenure of concentrates produced it is unlixely that the above pro- 

posals will enieve technological/economic advantages.  It should how- 

ever better estaclisr. the maximum attamaker graae of concentrate ana 

the relationship between gracie and recovery. 

It is suggested that it would be more profitable to investigate 

the suitability of the existing concentrates for acid/fertilizer manu- 

facture and to estaolish processing technology and peraneters for this 

purpose. At the same time it would appear to be more appropriate to 

undertake a regorous economic evaluation of the project and to investi- 

gate oeneficiation improvement as a plant development programme. He- 

ports indicate that tc date some improvement in performance has resulted 

with experience. 

jn tne oasis of the work review by the ~xpert, the Institutes objectives 

ana the capability of the ITNIFS staff there seems no reason why this 

Institute could not undertake the four (fundamental, product evaluation, 

economic and plant improvement) programmes recommended. Reference 

material will be made available in due course to assist in this work. 
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NOTE ON THE SEPARATION OP QUARTZ AND  FELDSPAR 

As a result of discussions with Mr,  Vukovic on the 

production of high parity  quartz and feldspar products  from a 

sand under sponsored  investigation by  ITNDMS  the following 

oomaents are aadei 

1. The work already done follow«  conventional  benefication 

practice and has achieved  effective separation particularly with 

respect to  the quartz product. 

2. The separation of the two major components  to meet 

the  stringent  specifications demanded by  the  sponsors   is unlikely 

certainly  in economic  terms. 

3. The effective production of high quality quartz has 

been achieved and  the value of the bi product  feldspare should be 

assessed along the line«  proposed by Mr. Engelthaler in hie  report 

on the Rgotina kaolin - quart« - feldspar material. 

4. Following definition of the   form and distribution of 
Fe 0,  in the sand  this should be effectively reduced  to requirements 

by gravity,   flotation or  combined high  tension - high  intensily 

magnetic separation.    The choice between processy to be made on 

techno - eeonomic ground«. 

5. For the separation of quart* from feldspar flotation 

appear to be the only process although electrostatic separation 

with or without pre conditioning possibly warrants  investigation. 

6. The process of HP vapour conditioning prior to electro- 

static separation  is not known to the Expert but would appear to 

relate to  the similar concept of HP conditioning prior to  flotation. 

Halogen pre  conditioning  for the separation of K feldspar from 

mixed spars  is reported  in the literature  (eg Ref.:   Chea. Abs. 

Vol  58 No.8  Ref.  7658c) 



7. In view  of high  reagent  consumption and  costs   tne 

work with which the  Expert has been associated whereby mixed 
anionic - cationic   flotation  is used might be persued. 
(Trans AME 1976  Vol.  260 No.l) 

8. As  feldspar ia the most valuable component of the 
sand beneficiation might be more profitably directed at making 

a high purity spar rather than a high purity silica.    Details 

of the Experts work  for achieving this on a similar sand  will 
be made available« 

9. Should electrostatic  separation be persued  it would 
be desirable  to use  the existing roll  type separator without  the 

ionising electrode or a plate  type  separator relying on contact 

charging of the quartz - feldspar.     Information will be provided. 

10. Ptor quantitative assessment of products direct mineralo. 

gical  identification by microscope  (using staining techniques^   is 
useful and is recommended. 

11. The literature  is  full  of references  to practical and 

fundamental  work on  the quartz .  feldspar system and a  through 
literature survey would be profitable. 

Summarising the discussions revealed that good work has been done 

at  ITNDMS and promising results obtained  following an established 

and practical approach to the problem.    Sponsors demands  however 
should be discussed  in the light of potential utilization of the 

products and  if necessary at a later date  consumer trials  be under- 

taken or firing tests  in the laboratories  of ITNDMS.    At  the same 

time an economic evaluation of various alternatives should be made. 

Should however a  technological  solution meeting the product demande 

of the sponsor still  be demanded  then a comprehensive literature 

survey followed by a long term fundamental  research programme would 

appear necessary.     In the opinion of the Expert the project does 
not  justify this  latter approach. 
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Notes  on  the    valuation  of jiatoir.ite  for Filter 

/.ic  Production 

Following discussions with  Mr.  Ljakovic on a sponsored project re- 
lating  to the characterization,  assessment and  utilization of diatomite 
fron Macedonia as a filter aid   (particularly for the  brewing industry) 
the work sequence below is presented based on the experience of the 
expert  in a similar project in New Zealand. 

While diatomite has many uses of a less  sophisticated nature than 
oeer filtration  trie discussion   in  this note will relate to  this appli- 
cation  only.     Nevertheless  use as a pozzolan ana  in less demanding fil- 
tration application?  should  not  be lost  sight of in the course of the 
evaluation. 

Cost and consumption  of filter aids  in Yugoslavia is not known 
Dv t>e    expert  Dut at perhaps  GOOD per tonne for ¿-500C  tons  per year 
development of an  indigenous  supply is of some economic  importance. 

1. Mr.   Djaxovic  has a good understanding of the  project and the 
material and already microscope examination, chemical  analyses, grind- 
ing and calculation work has been done.     He has available a compre- 
hensive reference on testing -  USBK Bulletin ¿60- to  guide further 
work and therefore a generalised scheme for the investigation only will 
be given. 

2. As  it is reported that a similar diatomite from a close p-o- 
ximity ^as until recently been utilized for filter aid production this 
experience should be used to advantage,  if available,   in the present 
investigation. 

3. Microscopic iaentification and quantification of the diatoms 
with respect to type firm and size and the determination of contamina- 
ting constituents is essential  for early assessment of the potential 
• f diatoidtes.     Careful  disin+ergration  of the material  for this pur- 
pose is desiraDle. 

¿.    Current  demands  (imports) for the brewing industry should be 
established as should the specific grades being utilised.    While trade 
literature presents specifications these materials should be examined 
for purposes of comparison ana particle  size distributions in parti- 
cular should be measured. 

5.    Size distribution by  sedimentation  (Sedimentation Balance or 
Ànareasen Pipette methods)  is most suitable and while  resultant size 
characterization is not likely to agree with published  specifications 
this forms the oasis for comparative purposes.    These are expected to 
show short  range producta with distinct cut offs at fine  (5n)  and 
coarse  (¿0-50n'>  ends. 



' .iterici  unaer investigation  shoulj  then  oa milieu/clas^ifieu 
in  oner *o achieve  similar site characteristies.     For tr.ic  purpose a 
higr.   spee.  hammer  (swing)  mill has  been founa  suitable  (600C rpir.,   20cm 
¡iameter.'.     :.«gree    of comminution  can be controlled  by modifying 
grate  size  (or removal)  and  by feed  rate.     This  ìF  a critical aspect 
of  the  investigation.     Feea must De  dry presenting  some problems   in 
view of the higr  capacity of  diatomite for water  (  200*). 

7. Classification can  be achieved by air cyclone for  removal 
cf  fine:; an;  ajditional cyclonels)   may be  used for top size control 
an, multi-product  production.     The  available  uenver cyclone classfier 
unit may be useful for this  purpose  Lut  a continuous milling classifi- 
cation  system can be  developea and   the required cyclones  fabricated. 

8. r.esultant products must be assessed by sedimentation  sizing 
in  oraer to evaluate  production conditions and  to compare  them with 
standards. 

9. The most  suitable products  together with  standards  should be 
evaluator. for filtration performance preferably using the  Filter bomb 
¡evelope-: by  the industry for this  purpose.     However alternative  fil- 
ter systems can  De constructed. 

1C.    Initially flowrate against time using water should suffice for 
purposes of comparison and for acceptance/rejection. 

11. Further filtration with  suspensions can follow or preferably 
with  raw beer as standard equipment is available  in the brewing in- 
dustry for rapidly evaluating the clarity of feed and products. 

12. In this worK flow rates,  filtration efficiency, clogging 
ratios ana other criteria oan be assessed. 

13. Finally taste trials, acceptance trials and health regula- 
tions have to be met as well as market penetration for which pilot 
production may be necessary. 

14.. ror drying prior to grinding a fluid bed dryer may be useful 
with feeding difficulties aiaed by recirculation of some of the dried 
product. 

15. For gTinding/classification purposes many mills are available 
that  s mulfcaneously grind/dry (Refer Mr.   ^ngelthaler) and  grind/classify 
(eg Aipine-Microplex Mill and Sturtevent) 

16. Alpine and no doubt oiler companies will investigate, possibly 
without cost,  the capability of their mills/classifiers to meet product 
requirements and should be contacted for advice,  information and  service. 

*    Contact adaress will be provided at a later date. 
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EQUIPMENT AND  LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS   ITNDMS 

Various  equipment  lists/priorities have been prepared 

in  the past under the Non-Metallic  Project.    Books and  journals 

have also  been procured.    Needs  in both areas have  tended  to 

relate  to  the specific projects under evaluation and/or the 

specific  interests of the Experts* 

Equipment suggestions aade below would fill «eneral 

(not specifici  deficiencies and  if coinciding with Phase 2  recom- 

mendations   from other sources  could perhaps be given priority. 

The publication suggestions are made  in order to  assist 

in broadening the scope/interests within the Institute and  to help 

in providing a better overview in  the field of Non-Metallic minerals. 

Specific proposals  relating to phosphate work are also included. 

As  it has not been possible  to consider other library collections 

in Belgrade  the suggestions  should be assessed  in the light  of these« 

If the proposed publications cannot be obtained under 

UNDP/UNIDO support  for the  ITNDMS collection they could at  least be 

profitably consulted by staff members of the Institute. 

Equipment 

The equipment  in the general  fields of bénéficiât ion 
seems excellent but  for better internal oapability in characterization, 

beneficiation and utilization the  following are recommended. 

1. Optical microsoope(s)   fcr transmitted and reflected 

light with sample preparation equipment and camera attachment. 

This  is essential  for materials and particle characterization and 

evaluation. 

2, Pine sizing equipment.    Sedimentation Balance  eg 

Shimadzu,   Satorius etc. and/or a  Coulter Counter together with a 

suitable elutriator for fracturiation in the equivalent size  range. 

Centrifuge« 



^.   High   Intensity  Wet  Magnetic  Separator eg  Gill  or 

Iones   etc, 

4, High  Speed milling/classification  equipment  eg 

Alpine or Sturtevent  etc. 

5, Various  cyclone   test  units of different and  flexible 

dimensions. 

6, Atomic Absorption  Spectrophotometer with associated 

instrumentations and XRD equipment. 

Library  - Penerai books 

1»  Communs  + Given Society of Mining Engineers 

Handbook.   2  Vols.  AIME Seeley  Mfcdd  Series. 

2. Perry.     Chemical  Engineers Hand book Latest Edition* 

3. USB Mines Mineral   Acts and Probleme. 

4. Zus«man Physical Methods of Determinative Mineralogy. 

Academic Press« 

5. Robie.    Economics of the Mineral  Industries AIME 

Seeley Mudd Series   (Latest Edition). 

6. Le fond.    Industrial  Minerals and Roots.    AIME Seeley 

mudd  Series  (4th  Edition 1976). 

7. Bates.    Geology of  the Industrial  Rocks and Minerals. 

Teffer and Simons  Co. 

8. Farks and Baxter.     Examination and  Valuation of 

Mineral Property.    Addison Webb Publishing Co. 

9« Peters.    Plant Design and Economics  for Chemical 

Engineers« 



Journals «te. 

Industrial Minarais - back  nuabtrs. 

Mineral Processing - Elsevier ? 

Particulate Technology  - Elsevier ? 

Transactions AIME - Quarterly. 

Proceedings  International Mineral Processing Congresses 

eg  Italy 1974. 

Proceedings  International   Industrial Minerals  Congresses 

eg London 1974,  Munich 1976, 

USB Mines Reports,   Bulletins,   Information circulars. 

Phosphate Publications 

1. The British Sulphur Corporation - Phosphate Rook  - 

A World Surrey. 

2. MoldoTan,  Poporici and  Chiru.    The Technology of 

Mineral  Fertilizers British Sulphur Corporation. 

3. Waggaaan.    Phosphoric Acid,  Phosphates and Phosphatic 

Fertilizers.    Reinhold Publishing  Co. 

4. Special  Voluae  "Benefication of Lean Phosphate  Orea 

with  Carbonate Gangoe" 11th  International Mineral Processing 

Congress,   Cagliari,   1974. 

5. Contact should be aade with the following organizations/ 

institutions,  all working in phosphate, «any of which offer publi- 

cations on a  free or exchange basis. 

The British Sulphur Corporation Ltd, 

25 Wilton Road,   London SW1T 1HH 

The Tennessee Valley Authority and the Rational   Fertilizer 

Development  Centre 

Muscle Shoals,  Alabaaa,   35660 U.S.A. 

The US Bureau of Mines. 



The   International  Superphosphate Manufacturers Assn. 

6  Rue  de  Leningrad,   75008   PariB,   Franc« 

The  Fertilizer  Society. 

95 Albert  Embankment,   London SEI  77U 

CERPHOS. 

47 Rue de  Liege,   75008 Paris,   Prance 

CENTO -Ankara,  Turkey. 

(Symposium on Mining and  Benefication of Fertilizer 

Minerals.     Istanbul,   NOT.  1973 and Seminar on Fertilizer analytical, 

Sampling and Quality Control.    Lahore,  March 1974) 

The Sulphur Institute. 1725 K Street  ,   N.W.Washington. 

The  Fertilizer Institute. 

1015  Eighteenth Street,   N.M. Washington. 

The United  Nations-Particularly UNIDO. 

(Fertilizer Monographs and Technology Meetings - Kiev I968 and 

Kiev/ New Delhi 1971) 

Industrial  Information Section 

P.O.Box 707  Vienna 1011,  Austria. 

The  Fertilizer Association of India. 

Near Iawm hartal Nehm University,   New Delhi,  110057. 

The Australian Mineral  Development Laboratory, Adelaide, 

Australia. 

The New Zealand  Fertilizer Manufactures  Research Association 

Papatoetoe   East,  Auckland,   New  Zealand. 

NOTE:  As  precise details  of some  publications and  required addresses 

are not available these will be forwarded. 
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PROFESSIONAL CONTACTS 

Dr.   R. 

Mr.  E. 

Mrs.   D, 

Mr.  M. 

Mr.  Z. 

Mr.   D. 

Mr.  N. 

Mr. R. 

Mr.  K. 

Mr.  S. 

Mr.  S. 

Vasi ,i le vie, 

Zogovic 

,  Pupezin 

Milosevic 

Djordjevic 

Milic 

Djakovic 

Vukovic 

Engelthaler 

Petro vie 

Marie 

Director, ITNDMS, Belgrade 

Project   Director,  UNDP/UNIDO,   ITNDMS 

Project Co-Director,  UNDP/UNIDO,   ITNDMS 

Head,Ore  Dressing Section,   ITNDMS 

Ore   Dressing Section,  ITNIMS 

Ore  Dressing Section,   ITNDMS 

Ore  Dressing Section,  ITNDMS 

Ore  Dressing Section,  ITNDMS 

JNIDO Expert, Project EP/YUG/73/003/H-03 

Geologist,  GEOZAVOD,  Belgrade 

Geologist,  GEOZAVOD,  Belgrade 






